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Ben 10 vs vilgax game

Classic Ben 10When 10-year-old Ben Tennyson discovers a mysterious watch, he gains the power to transform into several different aliens, each with amazing powers. Ben realizes he has to use these powers to help others and stop criminals, but that doesn't mean he's above a little super driven mischief here and there. Ben 10: Alien Force - Vilgax
AttacksDeveloper(s) Papaya Studio (Xbox 360, Wii, PS2, PSP), 1. Playable Productions (DS) Publisher(s) D3 PublisherWriter(s) Charlotte FullertonComposer(s) Mark WattersSeriesBen 10Platform(s) Nintendo DS, PlayStation 2, PlayStation Portable, Wii, Xbox 360ReleaseNA: October 27, 2009EU: February 12, 2010 [1]Genre(s) ActionMode(s) Single-player
Ben 10: Alien Force - Vilgax Attacks is the third game in ben 10 video game series series and the second game to be based on the Ben 10 series : Alien Force. The first game was based on the first two seasons of the series; while Vilgax Attacks is based on the third and final season of the series. October 2009. Plot When Vilgax invades Earth using
projectNe void (which beams Null Void prisoners on Earth), Ben, Gwen, and Kevin, snap into action to defend their hometown of Bellwood from attacks. Ben parted with Vilgax's servant Psyphone, who revives Mr Smoothy's billboard to attack Ben. Ben eventually uses most of his Omnitrix aliens to defeat him, but ultimately exhausts the watch's power as a
result. Azmuth, creator of Omnitrix, appears and tells him that Omnitrix must recharge before he can access all his aliens again, leaving Ben with only Swampfire, Humungousaur, Cannonbolt, Big Chill, and Spidermonkey. Gwen and Kevin appear, along with Professor Paradox, who teleports the gang back to the past to stop Vilgax's plan before it happens.
Paradox gives the trio a message from Grandpa Max directing them to the planet Vulpin, home of Wildmutt, one of Ben's original aliens. Ben's calling on galvanic mechomorphic ship to help them. On Vulpin, another report from Grandpa Max reveals that Vilgax is using the planet's refinery to create a piece of alien tech for an unknown purpose. Ben is
heading to the refinery alone; along the way, he fights several of Vilgax's robots, some Vulpimancers, and a giant two-headed snake. When he gets to the refinery, he encounters the Vreedle brothers (Octagon and Rhomboid Vreedle) and defeats them, destroying alien technology and set fire to the refinery. He'll meet again with his teammates, who will learn
about Vilgax's plan: find an energy core that will charge his Null Void projector and use it to re-orbit the Earth. In another message, Maxs directs the team to Terradino, Humungousaur's home planet. The group arrives at Terradin and learns that the next energy core is located in a nearby temple. Ben gets the Goop back and inside the temple, he ends up
facing Charmcaster, who wants to avenge Ben for his actions against her uncle Hex. Eventually, Charmcaster is defeated, Ben destroys the energy core and temple begin to crumble. Ben meets Gwen and Kevin and finds out that Max has gone to Encephalonus IV, the home planet of Brainstorm, where Ben's old enemy is waiting for him. Upon arrival at
Encephalonus IV, Ben gets brainstorm back, decided to find out who was waiting for him. He soon discovers that the villain is Darkstar, who is easily defeated. Ben destroys another energy core and reunites with Gwen and Kevin, and learns from max's other messages that the ultimate energy core is Anur Phaetos, the home world of Zs'Skayr (aka
Ghostfreak), one of Ben's former enemies and aliens. However, Vilgax intercepts the message and dares Ben to face the dangers of Anur Phaetos if he manages to even find his way there, because Anur Phaetos is not a planet, but an alternative dimension. Luckily, Max sends Ben and Gwen's paternal anodite grandmother Verdona to help the team.
Verdona teleports them to Anur Phaetos, but at the cost of their separation. Ben ends up facing Zs'Skayr and defeats him, destroying the energy core he was guarding and regaining the Echo Echo. Paradox takes the group back to their original dimension and informs them that Max lied when he said that Anur Phaetos had the last known energy core to bring
down vilgax. He goes on to say that the mysterious being is on Chromastone's home planet, Mor' Otesi, and uses Taydenite to create an energy core that Vilgax can use to control The Earth. On Mor 'Otesi, the gang learns that their old friend Cooper is being duped into creating a new energy core by an unknown villain, and Cooper redirects them to the
research center where Taydenite worked on being held. Ben regains Chromastone to Omnitrix and sets off, while Gwen and Kevin go with Cooper to sneak in in a different way. When he gets to the lab, Ben finds out the leader is Albedo, who he can barely beat. After the destruction of Taydenite, Ben meets Gwen and Kevin, and Grandpa Max arrives to
inform the team that there is another energy core, but that it's in the Void. The group then heads to where Max gives Ben the skeleton yo-yo key to transport to Null Void, warning him not to destroy the energy core there, but to use it to get back to its main dimension. Ben gets Jetray and head to Null Void, where he meets D'Void/Doctor Animo. Ben beats him
and finds the final energy core, uses it to transport it back to the main dimension, where no time has passed. Ben also gives Max a picture of them and Gwen from behind in the summer when Ben first discovered Omnitrix at the age of ten. The group returns home to discover that Vilgax is still invading Earth, but its Null Void projector is weaker because Ben
destroyed all the known energy cores that exist to save the one from the null void itself. With Max, Gwen and Kevin holding back Vilgax's minions, Ben is making his way Bellwood until he is eventually transferred to Vilgax's ship, where he will meet Vilgax himself. After beating him, Ben has the remaining energy core stolen from him by Psyphon, who tries to
fire raw Null Void energy right at him up close. However, Paradox will appear and tell Ben that now is the right time. Ben then transforms into Alien X (he was going to do it at the beginning of the game, but Paradox advised him not to, because time wasn't right yet). Alien X then reverses the gun's power and sends Vilgax, his ship and Psyphon through the
Null Void portal. Ben turns back to normal, and Azmuth appears, initially appearing to beg Ben for what he has done, but instead of congratuling him on his work. The game ends with the addition of a new feature to Omnitrix, to which an excited Ben replies: Oh yes! Now it's a really heroic time! Gameplay For the most part, gameplay is a balance of action
and puzzle-solving that revolves around the skills of ben's alien forms. For example, Ben may need to change into his Humungousaur form to break through making ors, or use his Swampfire form to ignite flammable substances. Each form has a different combination with a special attacks that he can perform, and Ben can unlock new abilities by defeating
enemies and collecting glowing energy balls. However, using the innate ability of the form diverts energy from the Omnitrix Ben meter, preventing them from constantly using it until the meter can recharge. Reception This section does not list any resources. Help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material can be attacked
and removed. Find Sources: Ben 10 Alien Force: Vilgax Attacks - News · newspaper · books · scholar · JSTOR (June 2015) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) ReceptionAggregate scoreAggregatorScoreMetacritic(Xbox 360)[2] 61/100 (Wii)[3] 65/100 100PublicationScoreGameZone7.8/10[5]IGN7/10[4]OXM (US)7/10 Received mixed or
average reviews on metacritic review aggregator. Links ^ ^ Ben 10 Alien Force: Vilgax Attacks. Metacritic. March 24, 2018. ↑ ^ Haynes, Jeff. BEN 10 ALIEN FORCE: VILGAX ATTACKS REVIEW. IGN Entertainment, Inc. Received 25 March 2018. ↑ Ben 10: Alien Force Vilgax Attacks - 360 - Review. March 24, 2018. External links Ben 10 Alien Force: Vilgax
attacks on IGN Obtained from Cartoon Network GameBoxSchieße Tore, gewinne gegen die Bösen, spring von Klippen und Hochhäusern, sammle Abzeichen und Power Ups - in der Cartoon Network Spiele App kannst du coole Games spielen. Die Kids App, mit der du auch unterwegs spielen kannst. MEHR DAZU Edit Learn more About modifications when
Vilgax returns to Earth, he'll use a Null Void projector on his ship to launch aliens to Bellwood. Ben, Gwen, and Kevin defeat some of them, Paradox appears and turns back the clock so that Ben can go into space and head to the planets where the energy cores needed to power Vilgax's Null Void projector follow the instructions of the plumber's badge to
Grandpa Max. Along the way, Ben encounters old enemies that will try to stop him on the way. Written by Rtkat3 Plot Summary | Add synopsis action | Adventure | Family | Sci-Fi Parents Guide: Add Content Advice for Parents » Edit [All trivia items for this title are spoilers.] More Info » User Reviews Edit Release Date: 27 October 2009 (USA) More » See full
technical specifications » »
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